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ABSTRACT

I.2 [Artificial Intelligence]: Miscellaneous

sual clues such as micro-expressions (defined as involuntary
expressions that exist for a short period of time), expression
intensity, movements, and other local features were shown to
have the capability of identifying deceit [4,8]. Recently, thermal imaging was also used to provide clues of deception [14].
However, there seems to be disagreement on which facial
area provides features with higher capability of discriminating between deception and truthfulness.
The research reported in this paper departs from earlier
work and adds a new dimension through an extensive analysis of the visual modality. In particular, the paper makes
three main contributions. First, we analyze 149 instances
of deceptive and truthful responses from 30 subjects. Second, we provide the first study of the relationship between
thermal variations and deception by tracking three different
facial areas with rotation, namely, the whole face, the forehead, and the periorbital areas. Third, this is the first work
to fuse automatically-extracted thermal and visual features
to detect deceit.
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Recent research in deception detection has focused on
visual non-contact based approaches. Ekman [4] analyzed
micro-expressions and identified their relation to deception.
Bartlett et al. [3] developed a real-time system to detect
spontaneous facial expressions which occur with a deceptive
action. Owayjan et al. [8] utilized dynamic geometric-based
templates on deceptive videos to extract features identifying
deceit.
In thermal imaging, Pavlidis et al. [10] extracted thermal features from the face using a high definition thermal
camera to analyze whether differences occur when a subject
responded truthfully or deceptively.
Attempts were also made to identify which areas in the
face provided discriminant thermal features. Park et al. [9]
averaged the maximum temperatures in the periorbital region of video recorded subjects to distinguish between truthful and deceptive behavior. Zwiggelaar [13] detected the
corners of the eyes to track the surrounding region using
thermal imaging, and reported improved deception detection rates for within-person responses.

With increased levels of security threats and the long-term
consequences of falsely accusing the innocent and freeing the
guilty, there is a growing need for reliable and efficient deception detection systems. Polygraph tests are invasive and
require elongated time and human expertise, which is subject to bias and error. In this paper, we analyze thermal
and visual clues of deception using a dataset collected from
30 subjects and multiple scenarios. We analyze expressions
and other visual features and provide the first comparison
between thermal facial regions to identify areas with higher
capability of indicating deceit. Our experimental results
show that our non-contact feature fusion model outperforms
traditional physiological measurements, paving the road for
non-invasive deception detection methodologies.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

1.

INTRODUCTION

Deception detection has been receiving increased attention from different research communities. Existing methodologies rely mainly on polygraph tests that extract physiological measurements. However, in many cases these results were proven to be incorrect due to the discovery of
new evidence and due to other contributing factors such as
stress, exhaustion, and intrusiveness of the contact-based
sensors [11, 12]. Additionally, decisions of whether a deceptive behavior was present were made by human experts,
which is usually subject to bias and error.
Researchers in deception detection have also looked for
clues in facial expressions, gestures, thermal variations, word
patterns and consistency of statements, among other methods that can be related to deceptive behavior [8, 13, 14]. ViPermission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or
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3.

RELATED WORK

DATASET

Deceptive and truthful responses were collected using a
thermal camera and two visual cameras as well as four physiological bio-sensors. The dataset consists of recordings of 30
subjects including 25 males and 5 females using three scenarios, “Abortion,” “Best Friend,” and “Mock Crime”. Details

of the dataset collection can be found in [1, 2].

4.

METHODOLOGY

4.1

Thermal Clues

In order to identify which region of the face provides features which have higher capability of indicating deceit, the
subjects’ faces were segmented into three regions: whole
face, forehead, and periorbital. This was followed by tracking these regions throughout the response. Finally, feature
vectors were generated by creating thermal maps for each
region of interest.

4.1.1

Tracking

Initially, the whole face, the forehead, and the periorbital regions were manually located for each subject from
the first recorded frame by specifying the pixel location of
their bounding boxes. The actual response of each subject
was preceded by at least one minute of recording with no
activity in order to provide a baseline for the thermal activity in regular conditions. We will refer to this period as
the “normalization minute.” Once the three regions were located, points of interest were detected using the Shi-Tomasi
corner detection algorithm, which in this case were found at
locations with varying temperatures in the three regions.
Once the interesting points were detected, they were tracked
using a fast Kanade Lucas Tomasi (KLT) tracking method.
We computed the Forward-Backward Error [6] by tracking
the points back and forth among the frames to eliminate
outliers and uncertain points. To map the interesting points
from one frame to the next, geometric transformation [5]
was applied to specify the location of the new boundary box
for each of the three regions. We set a threshold of 95% as a
rate of correct points matching between successive frames.

4.1.2

Extracting Thermal Features

The rectangular area that masked the polygon was geometrically located and cropped. The backgrounds and the
extended regions of the polygon due to masking were eliminated. This was performed by binarizing the image and
multiplying it by its original cropped rectangular image.
For each of the three regions, we decided to uniformly
sample 500 frames for feature extraction from the response
of each subject. Another set of 500 images were sampled
from the frames of the normalization minute.
In order to measure the thermal variations in our three
regions of interest as a potential indicative of deceptive behavior, a thermal map was created using two pixel representations, grayscale and Hue Saturation Value (HSV). The
map was formed by extraction of the mean of the pixels values in the region of interest, the maximum pixel value representing the highest temperature, the minimum pixel value
representing the lowest temperature, the difference between
the maximum and minimum values, the mean of the 10%
highest pixel values representing the mean of 10% highest
temperatures, and a histogram over the values of the pixels,
which resulted in a total of 260 grayscale features and 780
HSV features. The thermal features were averaged for each
region of interest for each response, and the histograms were
normalized to form a probability distribution over the bins.
A thermal correction process was performed to account
for the normal inter-personal temperature variations. The
same set of features was extracted from the 500 frames of

the normalization minute. To achieve the thermal correction, the features from the responses were divided by the
corresponding features from the normalization minute.

4.2

Visual Features

In order to detect facial expressions and other features we
decided to use the Computer Expression Recognition Toolbox (CERT) [7]. CERT is a software tool that detects universal facial expressions and facial action units. These units
are specified by the Facial Action Coding System, which
was developed by psychologists and behavioral scientists and
provided taxonomy of features using muscle movements. Examples of these action units include inner brow raiser, nose
wrinkle, lip raiser, cheek raiser, chin raiser, eye widen, and
others.1 Additionally, CERT provides twelve facial expressions such as yaw, pitch, roll, smile detector, anger, contempt, disgust, fear, joy, sad, surprise, and neutral.
In addition to the CERT features, we also extract features
that are more personalized to the subjects. In particular, we
calculated the normalized blinking rates and the mean head
orientation angle along the entire length of the response.
Templates of the subjects’ open eyes were cropped from a
single frame. Normalized cross correlation coefficient was
calculated by using the template of each subject as a sliding
window through each frame of his response.
The max correlation coefficient of each frame was computed for each video response. As the coefficients approached
a value of one, a high similarity between the template and
the eyes region was found and the subjects were assumed
not to be blinking.
As head movements were shown to contribute to identifying deceit, we opted to detect the mean head rotation angle
for the subjects during their responses. For this task, template images containing the subjects’ faces in a forward position without tilt were used. Interesting corner points in the
templates as well as the individual frames were detected using the minimum eigenvalue algorithm. Feature descriptors
were extracted to describe the interesting points after eliminating noisy points and outliers. Geometric transformation
between the template faces and the faces in each frame was
performed and hence, the rotation angle was specified
Following the visual feature extraction process, we obtained 40 CERT features including 28 action units and 12
global facial expressions, one feature for the blinking rates,
and one feature with the mean head rotation angle for each
of the 149 responses.

4.3

Physiological Features

We also collected physiological features, using the output
produced by the four bio-sensors. In addition to raw data,
statistical measurements are also extracted and stored, such
as means, maximum, minimum, power means, and standard
deviations, for a total of 60 physiological features.

4.4

Deception Classification

Our study hypothesizes that there will be subtle variations in the subjects’ thermal and visual features as they
respond deceptively. The 149 thermal and visual feature
vectors were used to train a decision tree classifier. Given
the size of our dataset, we opted to use a leave-one-out cross
validation scheme to report the overall accuracy, as well as
the recall of each of the deception and truthfulness classes.
1
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Figure 1: Accuracy as well as recall of the truthful and deceptive classes for (a) thermal gray (b) thermal
HSV (c) visual features. AU, Exp, Blnk+Ang denote Action Units (AU), expressions, blink and head angle.

Figure 2: Overall accuracy for each topic using within-topic and across-topic training using fused forehead
thermal and visual features.
Additionally, we report the performance of individual topics to analyze the effect of each scenario, as well as the role
of the interviewer’s involvement on performance. Moreover,
we evaluate different scenarios using across-topic training
scheme, where instances from one topic are tested while instances from other topics are used for training.

5.

EXPERIMENTAL DISCUSSION

Figure 1 presents the accuracy and per-class recall using (a) thermal grayscale; (b) thermal HSV; and (c) CERT,
blinking rates, and head orientation features. It can be noted
that using thermal features from the forehead outperforms
features from the whole face and the periorbital areas. In
general, the HSV features provide richer information compared to the grayscale features, which is reflected in their
performance. The performance using the grayscale whole
face features is below the baseline.
In contrast, the visual features experience deteriorated
performance in identifying deceit. In particular, the performance of the CERT features indicates that facial muscle
movements and expressions fail in discriminating between
deception and truthfulness. Moreover, we evaluate the performance of the action units and facial expressions separately. However, the performance is still below the baseline.
On the other hand, the blinking rates and head orientation
provide a performance which is above that of random guessing, which indicates that personalized measurements can be
a promising indicator of deceit.
Based on these results, we decided to fuse the forehead
features with the blinking rates and head orientation features. The performance of this classifier is shown in Figure 3.

Cross-referencing Figure 3 with Figure 1 (a) and (b), we note
the effect of the combined classifier: for instance, fusion of
forehead grayscale thermal and visual features achieves an
accuracy improvement of 2.2% over using thermal features
and 16.5% over visual features. This combined classifier is
used in all subsequent analyses described below.
To gain additional insights, we performed two analyses.
First, we explored the role played by topic (or domain)
in deception detection. Figure 2 shows the overall accuracy for each individual topic. Within-topic training refers
to using a leave-one-out validation scheme on instances of
the same topic. On the other hand, across-topic training
for the “Abortion” topic, for example, refers to testing its
instances using a classifier trained with “Best Friend” and
“Mock Crime” instances.
The figure leads to two observations. One is that the
performance is topic-independent and larger training data
is more beneficial. Although across-topic training uses instances from a different topic, yet it provides more training instances which in general improves the performance
for all scenarios compared to within-topic training. The
other observation is that there is no major difference in
performance among topics. However, it can be noted that
“Best Friend” achieves a slightly improved performance while
“Mock Crime” suffers from the lack of sufficient number of
instances. The improvement in “Best Friend” using thermal
and visual features can be attributed to the topic being more
personal compared to other scenarios.
The second analysis consists of a comparison with a classifier based on physiological features alone. Figure 3 shows
the accuracy and class recall using the physiological features, as compared to the fusion of forehead thermal and

Figure 3: Accuracy as well as recall of each of the truthful and deceptive classes using contact physiological
sensors vs. using non-contact fused thermal and visual features.
visual features.The overall accuracies of the combined thermal and visual classifiers (GS+visual 61.74%, HSV+visual
59.73%) clearly exceed the one obtained with the physiological features (53.02%), for error rates reduction of 18.56%
and 14.28% respectively, which demonstrates the advantage
of our proposed non-contact deception detection method as
compared to earlier contact-based measurements.

6.

CONCLUSION

This paper analyzed thermal and visual deception clues
in order to create an automated improved non-contact system that can be deployed in airports, interrogations rooms,
courts, etc. This paper provided a novel dataset for deception detection using three different scenarios, and presented
the first comparative study of facial regions that are capable
of indicating deceit. The paper also presented an analysis of
automatically-generated visual features associated with deception, and a model which integrated non-contact features
for improved performance.
Our experimental results indicate that the thermal forehead region provides richer information for discriminating
between deception and truth. One of the factors that can
be associated to this improvement is the presence of facial
hair and other features found in the whole face and the periorbital areas. Moreover, subjects were capable of controlling
their visual features compared to the thermal ones in order
to hide their deceptive behavior. However, based on our
analysis there were some muscle movements and facial expressions which can be associated with deception. As visual
features were normalized for each subject, the performance
improved. Moreover, the fusion of thermal and visual features improves the deception detection rates. This indicates
that a non-contact deception detection approach is promising, and our method can form the basis for future real-life
deception detection applications.
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